
SLIDETRAXTM ANCHOR TROLLEY KIT
The deployment of an anchor trolley system along the side of your kayak allows you to position your boat precisely where 
you want it for best advantage while fishing.

The Wilderness Systems SlideTrax Anchor Trolley System utilizes the unique advantages of the SlideTrax System to deploy 
the anchor trolley and allows you to easily switch sides of the boat from which you want to deploy it. It is designed to work 
with any Wilderness Systems kayak outfitted with side-mounted SlideTraxTM rails. It also eliminates the need to permanently 
mount hardware to your hull via drilling mounting holes.

The Anchor Trolley System utilizes a bungee cord link to provide adjustable tension of the trolley line against the hull, 
eliminated fish-spooking slap and slack. It incorporates a 2” diameter ring to allow use of a setting pole in shallow, sandy 
bottoms as well as a quick release carabiner to make retrieval and adjustment of line easy and fast.

Contents of Kit     Qty
3/16” static cord     30’
¼” bungee cord     12”
SlideTrax Fittings with mounting hardware 3
Pulleys      2
Carabiner, stainless steel   1
Setting pole ring    1
3/16” hex head wrench    1

NOTE: This kit does not include an anchor or a cleat to secure the end of your anchor line. A folding anchor of at least 
3 lb weight is recommended and has been found to provide sufficient holding power to anchor kayaks. There are 
a variety of cleats to serve this purpose from clam or jam cleats to traditional open horn cleats. Wilderness Systems 
offers 3 lb anchor kits with 30’ of line (#8063202) and a horn cleat (#3470-1101). We recommend the use of stainless 
steel hardware to secure cleat to minimize corrosion in salt water environments.

Tools & Additional Materials Required
Phillips head screwdriver
Lighter or matches
Scissors or knife
Tape measure or ruler

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Use a Phillips screwdriver to remove screw holding the rail end cap at desired end of boat. Reach inside of boat to hold 

rubber wellnut on stern end cap while removing screw. Retain hardware for reinstallation of end cap.
2. Install 3 SlideTrax fittings on side rail. One will be placed at each end of track to serve as end points for trolley system 

and the other is to be positioned just behind seat and will serve as a lock down for trolley when you determine desired 
deployment of anchor. You may have to loosen and remove any SlideTrax fittings in place between end of rail and desired 
location for this fitting. Note that fitting has one side more rounded than the other. Orient fittings so that rounded side 
faces down.

 1. Remove brass plate from fitting, insert into end of rail and slide to desired position. Align end of screw in SlideTrax
    fitting over brass plate and tighten securely.
3. Install two SlideTrax fittings near each end of side SlideTrax rail, orienting molded fittings so that lacing hole in fitting faces 

down. Re-install the end caps on ends of rail.
4. Thread 12” of static cord through SlideTrax fitting and through bar on pulley. Tie off securely. Singe end with lighter or 

matches to prevent fraying. Repeat for opposite end of boat.
5. Thread balance of static cord through pulleys and bring ends to center of boat. Adjust line so that ends are equal. Route cord 

so that it runs under the SlideTrax rail. The other SlideTrax fittings installed on the rail will help guide and retain the cord.
7. Tie off bungee cord into a loop. Push end of loop around 2” setting pole ring and feed opposite end of bungee loop 

through it so that ring is captured.
8. Loop one end of static cord through opposite end of bungee cord loop and tie off securely.
9. Run opposite end of static cord through base of carabiner. Clip carabiner to setting pole ring and draw cord to desired 

tension. Static cord should be taut enough to tension the pulleys against the bungee cord but not drum tight. Tie off cord to 
carabiner with secure knot such as a bowline and cut off excess cord. Singe end with lighter or matches to prevent fraying.
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10. Take running end of anchor rode (line) and clip through carabiner on anchor trolley line.
11. Secure end of anchor rode onto horn cleat next to Captain’s Seat.
12. Unwrap anchor trolley line from slide trax fitting so that you can position angle and location anchor will run from its’ set to 

your boat. This is achieved by guiding anchor line where it runs through carabiner to move forward or back alongside of 
hull. Once position is determined re-wrap trolley line down around slide trax fitting next to seat to lock in position.

13. The round ring to which the carabiner is attached is designed to anchor a setting pole, often used as a temporary anchor 
in shallow, sandy bottoms. Simply push your setting pole through the ring to hold your boat in place.

USAGE INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Run anchor rode (line) through the carabiner on trolley system and then over clam cleat. Tie a stopper knot in end of 

anchor rode opposite the anchor and push the rope into the clam cleat to lock end in place.
2. Paddle to desired anchor position and lower anchor until is contacts bottom. Paddle or drift boat to desired fishing 

position or angle, carefully playing out anchor rode.
3. Pull cord on anchor trolley forward or back to position the anchor at desired angle to the kayak.
4. Grasp the cord and wrap the cord around the SlideTrax fitting installed aft of seat in Step #3 above. This will lock the 

anchor at desired angle to the hull.
5. Push anchor rode firmly down onto or around your cleat to lock anchor in desired position relative to boat.
6. To disengage the line, release line from cleat.
7. To reposition draw of anchor off the side of your boat, unwrap anchor trolley line from the slide trax fitting and pull forward 

or backward on line to adjust position. Once desired position is achieved, re-wrap line around slide trax fitting to lock in 
place.

8. To retrieve anchor, paddle towards anchor until anchor rode runs vertical and raise anchor. If anchor has fouled something 
on bottom, it may be necessary to paddle beyond anchor to free it from obstruction.
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